Munich 
Central Railway Lands

The Central Railway Lands Project extends from the Main Station at the heart of Munich over nearly 8 km (via the Laim urban rail – “S-Bahn” – station) west to the Pasing station. The decommissioning of railway installations and storage areas and their relocation to the urban periphery liberated a plot of 178 hectares for development. From 2004 to 2020, this area is to be transformed into an urban quarter for 16,500 inhabitants and 21,000 workplaces.

As an exemplary project of the Munich urban development concept “Perspective Munich”, the Central Railway Lands reflect the “compact, urban, green” motto. The high-quality inner-city development standard demanded by the Perspective is attained through compact built structures with low land consumption in order to create attractive dwellings and new workplaces as well as new public green spaces. The mix of housing, work and leisure offerings is implemented in differentiated, area-specific planning concepts adapt-ed to each single sub-location’s characteristics.

The planning process rests on a sound foundation, since the co-operation between the Bavarian capital Munich and the railway operator Deutsche Bahn AG is regulated by a framework agreement. The Main Station-Laim-Pasing project group manages collaboration on an overarching basis comprising multiple sub-areas and companies; a multi-tiered urbanistic competition was jointly organised in 1998/99.


PROFILE OF CENTRAL RAILWAY LANDS PROJECT

Implementation period: 
2004 – 2020

Total project area: 
178 hectares, of which 38 hectares for public green and compensation areas 

Residents: 16,500

Workplaces: 21,000

Gross floor area by types of use 
(total 1.521,000 sq m):


integration

affordable housing

Munich mix reflects “SOCIALLY JUST LAND USE” PRINCIPLE

The Munich mix provides for a wide range of income groups and corresponding housing options in all new development zones. A key role is played by municipal housing policy, whose task it is to ensure socially balanced urban development. Moreover, all residential locations of the project will feature differentiated building and housing typologies.

The fundamental principle of “socially just land use” is embodied in the urban planning contracts for the Central Railway Lands. Of the dwellings built, 30% will accordingly be subsidised housing including at least 20% for subsidised rental flats for lower-income groups and a maximum of 10% for rental and owner-occupied flats for lower- and middle-income groups eligible for subsidisation. 


Public space

mixed use

Vibrant public spaces from DAY ONE

All sub-areas will boast quarter hubs with squares, retailers, bars, restaurants and cultural facilities. The external effect engendered by the shops, restaurants and public services in the buildings, e.g. a medical centre, will create a vibrant urban feel.

Under the terms of the framework agreement, the small-scale social infrastructure, green zones and access roads to sub-areas are to be financed by the property owners shortly before completion of the flats; thus publicly useable space with visible new communication options and ambiance quality will be available 
right from the beginning.


mobility

urban climate

public space

TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT

The Central Railway Lands Project tries to minimise car use. City-friendly traffic and transport development creates excellent preconditions for urban condensation. 

The Central Railway Lands are characterised by very good connections to the S-Bahn urban rail network: practically all lines connect Laim with Munich Main Station. Shorter intervals and the construction of the new Hirschgarten S-Bahn station respond to the rising number of passengers. Attractive footpaths and cycleways – such as the superordinate east-west link along the railway tracks, the hook-up to the S-Bahn stations and links with established neighbourhoods – will ensure better accessibility of the new city quarters.


Urban climate

Public space

Ventilation corridors for a HEALTHY URBAN CLIMATE

The findings of the environmental analysis underpinning the plans for the Central Railway Lands demand that the main ventilation corridor from the western direction into the city centre be kept unobstructed to ensure the inflow of fresh air and prevent the formation of heat islands. The planned development zones will be supplied with cooler, more oxygen-rich air via wide green caesuras extending towards the railway line as well as by new parks and climate exchange paths. 

Additional positive effects on the urban climate will be attained by reducing the formerly very pronounced soil sealing as well as by infiltration concepts and intensive greening of streetscapes and roofs. 

